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Unfolded and uncomplicated: Indian recipes in a foldout-format cookbook.The cookbook and
primer that makes Indian cooking completely accessible for the home cook. Written by an award-
winning teacher, it’s a collection of 100 authentic yet brilliantly simple-to-follow recipes with no
difficult techniques, no hard-to-find ingredients, no complex spice blends, and no excessive prep
time needed. Learn to make the ultimate chicken curry. A stack of fresh-off-the-griddle roti. The
perfect rice pilaf every time. It’s all the spice, the dazzle, the deep, satisfying flavors of Indian
cuisine, now as easy and breezy as any dish in your repertoire.Introducing the foldout format:
Each section of the book opens with a fully illustrated, full-color lesson in technique that leads
the reader step-by-step through one of the essential foundation recipes of Indian cooking. It’s
like having a master cooking class in the privacy of your own kitchen. 

“Packed with tips and information, this book is a treasure for anyone interested in basic Indian
cooking.”―Library Journal“Packed with tips and information, this book is a treasure for anyone
interested in basic Indian cooking.”―Library JournalAbout the AuthorRaghavan Iyer, an IACP
Award–winning Teacher of the Year, is the author of Indian Cooking Unfolded, 660 Curries, Betty
Crocker’s Indian Home Cooking, and the James Beard Award Finalist for The Turmeric Trail:
Recipes and Memories from an Indian Childhood. He is a spokesperson and recipe consultant
to General Mills, Target, and Canola, among others. Mr. Iyer is also host of the Emmy-winning
documentary Asian Flavors. His articles have appeared in print and online in Eating Well,
Cooking Light, Fine Cooking, Saveur, and Gastronomica, among others. Born in Mumbai, Mr.
Iyer lives with his family outside of Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 18 - 316 are not
included in this sample.             

Betty Crocker Indian Home Cooking (Betty Crocker Cooking) Smashed, Mashed, Boiled, and
Baked--and Fried, Too!: A Celebration of Potatoes in 75 Irresistible Recipes
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M. Feldman, “Excellent. This is a delightful cookbook that does just what it says it does: it makes
Indian cooking accessible. Iyer isn't the first person to do this. Madhur Jaffrey's "Indian
Cooking" (or anything by Jaffrey, for that matter) does the same. My own copy of her "Indian
Cooking" is grease-stained, a sign of love. What Iyer does in his book is focus on dishes that
require relatively few ingredients and that come together quickly. The recipes are well-written,
and the only thing a cook needs to figure out is the degree of heat. Iyer generally calls for
serrano chiles; I happen to have jalapenos that I raised myself, so I used those.I don't like to
review a cookbook until I have tried a fair number of recipes, so here is what worked and tasted
good: the curry blend, easily made in a spice grinder; the roti (bread); Indian slaw (leftovers can
be served hot, a great suggestion); potato leek soup; ultimate chicken curry; raisin-stuffed lamb
burgers; creamy wild salmon with kale; tamarind shrimp; pan fried fennel tilapia; smoky yellow
split peas; sassy chickpea curry; sweet-scented rice pilaf; cumin potatoes.Although this is not a
vegetarian cookbook, there are a number of good options for someone who is trying to cut down
on or eliminate meat. I didn't really need to use the foldout cooking illustrations for some key
dishes, but a less experienced cook might appreciate them."Indian Cooking Unfolded" is a great
starting point for someone interested in this cuisine. Mastering these dishes would naturally lead
a cook to other good writers and their books. In addition to Madhur Jaffrey, there is the excellent
Julie Sahni ("Classic Indian Cooking" and "Classic Indian Vegetarian and Grain Cooking"), as
well as Iyer's own fine "660 Curries."M. Feldman”

Annie, “The most accessible Indian Cookbook I own. I love Indian food, particularly South Indian,
and I own several Indian cookbooks, including Iyer's Betty Crocker Indian Home Cooking (which
is also excellent, but definitely requires access to an Indian grocer). The meals and ingredients
here are very accessible (and yes, a few but not all are westernized fusion dishes). I highly
recommend making the Collard Greens Roulade, which are spectacular, addicting, and worth
the effort (once you master this recipe it comes together very quickly and easily). I also loved
the spicy yellow lentils, the red lentil dhal, the mustard cannellini beans, almond pepper soup,
ginger cumin tomato soup, popeye's dream soup, and the tart chickpea salad. There are still
many many more recipes I want to make. As you can see, this is great for vegetarians as well! I
do strongly second the advice to cut the chiles or cayenne in half or 3/4 of what he suggests,
because the meals are very spicy (I speak as someone who adores spicy food). I also
recommend closely reading and following the recipes. I messed up the chile potato bread
because I ignored his advice to add the liquid slowly and feel the texture with your hands. But
they were still pretty good!  The bottom line:  don't miss this book!”

Stoma108, “A particularly very well designed first book on Indian cooking. Great gift!. This is a
fine first guide to Indian cooking. In addition to his expertise with combining spices, Raghavan



has a particular genius for streamlining recipes and culinary process to make recipes easier
without sacrificing flavor or texture. He has arranged the recipes in menus and sequences that
teach about spices and process in a way that make it easy to learn. I use the book myself and I
can’t tell you how many times I have purchased this book as a gift for someone new to Indian
cooking.”

Moriah, “Recipes are hot but delicious. Got my book last week and so far I am loving it.Warning-
if you dont like your mouth on fire- remove seeds from peppers. He tells you to leave the seeds
in. I like some heat but I'm still just a white girl! I will be removing the seeds next time!Flavors are
different the the Indian food that I get at resteraunts but they are all still delicious and I enjoy the
fact that they are simple to make and still have the indian flair. I make a fair amount if indian food
and this is adding a lot of new recipes to my arsenal.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Like having the cooking teacher in your home.... I borrowed this book
from the library and found it fascinating. By the time the 2 weeks was up, I knew I had to have a
copy and so , of course, ordered it from Amazon.This is a very comprehensive book for anyone
interested in Indian cooking. It covers virtually everything you would have wanted to learn to
make you seem like a trained Indian chef. The menus are very well balanced and the techniques
are easily mastered.The way the book is set up is also a treat. "Unfolded" literally means that.
You unfold the pages like a Life Pictorial book to uncover a panoramic write-up explaining the
recipe and a display of the cooking secrets of the author for that particular menu or recipe.This
book goes way beyond just listing down the ingredients and methodology of making your
favorite restaurant choices. It covers information you would have wanted to know about from
other Indian cookbooks that simply gave recipes. It's like having your personal instructor right
beside you every step of the way when you are making a completely Indian meal”

Ebook Library Reader, “Sounds Wonderful, But...... I am not really familiar with Indian food but
after watching "The Hundred Foot Journey", I decided to have a go at it. The least expensive way
was to download this book. So, I start looking through it and am impressed until I hit a major
roadblock. I could hear the tires inside my head squealing to a stop. CHILES!!! OY! My gut can't
handle them. So if I make a dish or a spice mix, no chiles can be added. So much for Indian, it
has now become American. The second abrupt stop came with the introduction of cilantro: my
husband hates the stuff. The third came with mint: I don't like eating it. Ditto with collards: too
bitter. But, I must confess, the recipes do sound wonderful. I love chiles, they just don't like me.
Love cilantro but my DH doesn't. I can go beyond these obstacles and imagine the taste anyway.
They sound wonderful and I am sure would make the house smell wonderful even if I have to
butcher the recipes.”

Patriciaenola, “I am on a learning curve here - this book .... I am on a learning curve here - this



book is really what I needed  - I wantedthe traditional stuff  and now I seem to have it”

Martha McF, “Very nice!. I bought this as a gift for a friend who wants to master Indian cooking
but has no clue which this book is perfect for! Very extensive, lots of pictures and step-by-step
instructions. I can't wait to eat what she makes!”

Bonniera, “Easy to follow and great recipes.. Education on Indian cooking”

L. Carter, “Tasty. Great presentation, photos and explanation of recipes.”

Meaghan Crawford, “Great clear instruction to perfect Indian cooking!. Loved this product. Used
it to learn about Indian cooking”

The book by Raghavan Iyer has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 137 people have provided feedback.
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